A satisfactory representation theory in terms of integrals for linear operators from an Lp space to an arbitrary Banach space X has not as yet been developed for p>l.
= varcG7(B) F(e) where we define vareg7(B)
F(e) =supeGy(B) F(e) -inie£.j{R) F(e). The correspondence between L(R, <j>) and A(R, d>) is set up by F(e) -fex(t)dcp where x(t) is the essentially unique point function which corresponds to F(e) by the Radon-Nikodym theorem. We shall also prove and use extensively a generalization of a theorem of Riesz [7] on the equivalence for 1 ^p< oo of the spaces Lp and Vp where V" is the space of set functions of bounded p-variation.
The space VP(R, <f>) is defined to be the space of all completely additive set functions on J(R) having the property that EG VP(R, 4>) implies the existence of a constant K depending on F such that the quantity XXi (| F(c,-) | p/<p(e)p~) <K for all finite families {<;,} of disjoint measurable subsets in J(R) of finite nonzero measure. VP(R, 4) is a Banach space if the norm of an element F is defined by ||F|| = p-varF(e) = sup I £ (| F(e) \p/<b(e)p~)\ v> where the upper bound is taken over all finite families of subsets of the type described above. F. Riesz showed [7] that in the case 1 Sp< °° and R the unit interval, Vp and Lp are isomorphic and isometric under the correspondence F(e) =fex(t)dt and that p-var F(e) = (fR\x(t)\pdt)Up.
The following proof of the same equivalence in the case of a general measure space is similar to that of Riesz for the real interval.
Theorem.
The Banach space VP(R, <j>) is isomorphic and isometric to the space LP(R, <p) for 1 ^p < oo where R and <f> satisfy the conditions quoted in the introduction. for any _;'. The inequality holds for the infinite summation since the finite partial sums are uniformly bounded by the same constant. Hence xyGEp(E, <p) for any E of finite measure. Since | x(t) \ p is a limit almost everywhere of a sequence of summable non-negative functions, by Fatou's lemma |x(/)|p is integrable and x(E.Lp(E, <p). Also for any partition of E into disjoint subsets of finite nonzero measure. Since the supremum on the right is uniformly bounded by ||/||rp for any such partition of R and since R is a union of countably many measurable sets of finite measure, ||x||j,g||/||v!' and this combined with the reverse inequality obtained earlier shows that LP(R, <p) and VP(R, <p) are isomorphic and isometric.
Lemma. Let w = {c,}, * = 1, 2, • • • , n, be a finite family of disjoint sets in J(R) such that 0 <4>(e) < oo for each i. Let \pei(t) be the characteristic function of the set e,-. Then the set of functions of the form h foe*)]1"
where the sum Z"-i | a,-|p does not exceed unity and where the families {c,} and {at} range over all such families, is dense in the unit sphere ofLp(R,<p). where the kernel function K(e, t) is a real-valued function defined for e^J(S), t(£R satisfying the following conditions:
(a) K(e, t)ELp'(R, <j>) for each eEJ(S), (1/P)+(W) = 1.
(b) fEK(e, t)d<f>EA(S, y) for any E<=J(R), 0<cp(E) < oo.
(c) supeG7<s, {fit\K(e, t)\p'd4>yip' = M<«>. The norm of T satisfies the inequality MSs||F|| ^2M.
Proof.
Let K(e, t) be a kernel satisfying the given conditions.
Consider the integral JrK(b, t)x(t)d<p where xGLp(R, <j>). By (a) the integral exists for each e(EJ(S). Also by the Holder inequality \JK(e, t)x(t)d<f,\ = if | K(e, t) \p'd<p\ " if \ x(t) |^|
g Af||x||.
In particular supegy(s) \fsK(e, t)x(t)dtp\ ^||x||jf and hence vareg7(s) JrK(c, /)x(/)rf0^2Af||x||.
This shows that the function Tx is of bounded variation for each xELp(R, 4>). Also condition (b) implies that JiiK(e, t)x(t)d<f> is completely additive from J(S) to the reals. This shows that T is a bounded linear operator from LP(R, <j>) toA(S,y) with ||jj|g2ilf.
To prove the necessity, assume that T is a bounded linear operator from Lp(R, 0) to A(S, y). If Tx = F£A(S, y), fixing an eEJ(S, y) will determine a linear functional /, over LP(R, <j>) where fe(x) -F(e). By the Riesz representation theorem for linear functionals over
Lp(R, <j>),fe(x) =fRK(e, t)x(t)d<j> where K(e, t) is in LP'(R, <j>). Hence
Tx=fRK(e, t)x(t)d<p. It remains to show that the kernel K(e, t) satisfies the conditions of the theorem.
Condition (a) is evidently satisfied and so is (b) if x(t) is taken as the characteristic function of the set E. To prove (c), let {Ei\ be any finite family of disjoint measurable subsets of R, each of finite nonzero measure. Let e(E.J(S) and consider the sequence /K(e, t)d<b I f K(e, t)z(t)d<t> = £ ai f' , ^ ||r||.
If {a,} is as above, the sequence {fEiK(e, t)d<p/[<p(Ei)]llp] represents a linear functional over lp of norm not exceeding || E|| and hence is in lp'. This is true for any sequence (E,} satisfying the above conditions. Thus, using the expression for the norm in (lp)* = lp' A necessary and sufficient condition that T be a bounded linear operator from LP(R, <j>) to L(S, y) is that Tx = djnK(e, t)x(t)d<p/de where the kernel K(e, t) satisfies the conditions of the theorem and the norm is the same. Proof. It is evident that if for each e, K(e, /) ^0 for almost all /, the operator will be non-negative. Also if T is non-negative, then for each eGJ(S), K(e, t)^0 for almost all tGR, since for any EEJ(R), jK(e, t)\pB(t)d<p=fBK(e, t)d<p^0 if and only if K(e, t)^0 for almost all*.
To prove the equality for the norm it was shown in the theorem Since || E|| ^ M for any operator, || r|| = M.
